
Smart Gadgets, 

Dumb Humans 

CHAPTER NIN F 

"The morallaw is in our hearts, 
but it is also in our apparatuses. " 

-BRUNO UTOUR 

0 n May 8, 2012, the website of the City ofSanra Monica 
in Cali~orniap~blished an innocuous looking press re
lease. T1ded City Expands Parking Meter Sensors," it 

looked as mundane, unconrroversial, and inconsequenrial as mil
lians of other documents churned out by American officialdom 
that day. 

The City of Santa Monica was both announcing rhe expansion 
of its smart parking program and bragging about its own innova
tion credenrials. Why "smart"? New meters would come with em
bedded sensors, allowing authorities to track the duration of rhe 
average parking stay (regardless of wherher the fare was paid or 
not). Armed with this new dara, the city hoped ro adjust borh the 
nurober of parking spots and rhe time Iimits to find rhe balance 
that suited everyone. 

The whole scheme would seem perfeccly acceprable, but the press 
releasealso announced two more "innovations." First, the sensors 
would allow the meters to reset auromatically when a car left rhe 
spot-regardless ofhow much prepaid time remained on rhe meter. 
Second, a driver would have no way to overstay rhe posred time 
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Iimit by paying several times: the sensors would identif}r each car 
and, once the permitred time was up, teil the meter not to accept 
further payments. 

Many would welcome even these two changes. Why not block 
those who want to rrick the system and overstay the Iimit? After 
all, free parking is anything but free. As Donald Shoup, professor 
of urban planning at rhe University of California, Los Angeles, 
shows in his The High Cost of Free Parking, if people paid the fair 
market price for parking, rhey might drive less, and the perpet
ually cash-deprived cities might raise more money too. Seems like 
a win-win. 

Bur ought we ro consider other aspects of the Santa Monica 
initiative? Toreturn to Albert Hirschman's futiliry-perversiry-jeopardy 
rriad, the first of those concerns doesn't seem tobe a problem. Unless 
rhey find a way to easily circumvent it, drivers willlikely comply 
with the smart metering system; there' s no good reason to deem the 
scheme futile-atleast not yet. Acharge of perversiry, roo, is hard 
to substantiate: it's not obvious how smart sensor-based metering 
could worsen the parking situation. 

What about jeopardy? ls rhere a "previous, precious accom
plishment," to use Hirschman's language, that smart metering en
dangers? There is, of course, the standard set of criticisms associated 
with situational crime prevention discussed at length in Chapter 
6. Perhaps, if we universalize this scheme and prohibit citizens 
from breaking the law everywhere, we'll end up with morally de
ficient citizens who won't do rhe right thing unless the techno
logical infrastructure explicitly robs them of the opportunity to 
do the wrong thing. 

Might automatically resetting meters somehow undermine the 
bonds of solidarity between drivers, depriving some of opportunities 
to engage in virtuous behavior while convincing others that the 
world is a fully aromized space where no acts of alrruism are per
mitred? Such concerns might initially seem convincing, but they 
seem to rest on faulty logic, as the seemingly "virtuous" behavior 
in question (leaving prepaid time on meters for use by the next 
person who parks) is most probably self-serving, particularly if the 
departing drivers initially rhought they would be staying langer. 
That some other people benefit from the drivers' largess is mostly 
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the consequence of an imperfecdy designed system-not the resuh 
of a deliberate commitment to benefit random strangers using tlw 
same meter. 

But before we accept the Santa Monica parking system as an 
unmitigated good, let's consider an alternative system. What H: 
instead of automatically renewing the meter once the sensors fig
ure~ out that the car was leaving, the driver were offered the option 
to e1ther keep the money in the meter-to be used by some fi.nurc 
driver in need of parking-or to reset the meter, preventing a po
tential parking subsidy and boosting the city budget. And, to makc 
this "smart" system truly earn that description, suppose it could 
also inform the driver of statistics about cars that usually park in 
the area. Are they fancy new cars that only rich people can afford? 
Or are they mosdy old, decrepit cars used by grad students or il
legal immigrants? 

. Under this new scheme, the driver would be compelled to 
we1gh the pros and cons and decide what was more important: 
fighting congestion and helping the city or being a good fellow cit
izen and helping those in need with their parking bill. Suddenly, 
the driver must think about the severity of the parking problern 
and confront the factors creating it-perhaps enough so to order 
a. copy of Donald Shoup's book. Whereas it was previously impos
Sible to get the driver to show virtuous behavior-"virtue" was just 
an accident of the system's design-now the driver is forced to de
liberate .about which course of action would be more virtuous. By 
companson, the actual scheme-where the decision is made on 
the driver's behalf-now Iooks too restraining and paternalistic. 

Thus, even a minor tweak to the inner workings of something 
as mundane as a parking system could produce very different cit
i~ens. In the first, fully automated Scenario, we get a perfecdy effi
Clent system and citizens who are not likely to spend much time 
thinking about, weil, the philosophy of parking: why it's run the 
way it's run, what social problems may have created congestion, 
whether there are better ways to fix it, and so on. Under the second 
scenario-where drivers are forced to make choices and decide 
which values are more important to them- there is a much better 
~hance th.at at least some drivers will confront the big, meaty issues 
mvolved m how parking works. 
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The first scheme seeks to maximize the economic efficiency of 
the parking system; the second seeks to maximize the deliberati~e 
efficiency of our democracy as a whole. The first scheme doesn t 
scale weil: to maximize efficiency in other setrings would require 
a new set of sensors and smart technologies. The second scheme 
scales beautifully: citizens who are prodded to think critically about 
the hidden costs of the invisible infrastructure that surrounds them 
are likely to approach many other aspects of life with the same crit
ical mind-set. The second scheme may not raise as much money 
as the first, but what it does raise-citizens' awareness-is arguably 
far more important in the long term, even if less tangible. 

If we start from the assumption that the reform, rather than 
the preservation, of the current parking system sho~~d be the goal 
of public policy, then it' s important to have eager cmzens who are 
capable of reflecting on how that reform ought to pr?ceed an~ 
what values should matter in the process. So perhaps Huschman s 
first rwo categories-futility and perversity-do apply to the Santa 
Monica scheme after all. 

If the goal of our policymakers is to maintain the current.sys
tem as it is and to find a more effective enforcement mechamsm, 
then the Santa Monica system works fine. Bur if the goal is to come 
up with better, more sustainable, and ecologically friendlier ways 
of parking, and even of managing transportation as a whole, then 
the Santa Monica scheme fails, for it optimizes the efficiency of 
only the local-not the global-system. That is, ~fit gives u.s ~it
izens who don't normally reflect on their parkmg and dnvmg 
habits, then the scheme might still be considered a failure, even if 
it Ieads to more efficient billing of parked cars. Such unreflective 
attitudes roward transportation have given us both urban decay 
and climate change. We can postpone thinking about seemingly 
trivial everyday issues for only so long-eventually, they will come 
back to haunt us. 

Victorian Trainsand Montana Huts 

In a way, various smart systems like the one in Santa Monica suffer 
from the same problern as self-tracking: if quantification gives us 
an opportunity to save three gallons of water without questioning 
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how this water gets into our bathrooms to begin with, then perhaps 
the savings are not as significant as we believe and maybe they evcn 
detract from our Seeking more innovative ways of reforming thc 
water system. In this sense, ehe Santa Monica scheme is futile (in 
Hirschman's sense) in that it doesn't really alter how drivers and 
citizens relate to the problems of parking and congestion. Poten
tially, the scheme is also perverse, especially if it gives us citizens 
who no Ionger feel the need to show concern for other drivers, tht· 
city, or the environment whenever smart meters and other forms 
of policing are missing. 

Such schemes thwart the development of what we earlier called 
"narrative imagination" and what some design theorists call "system 
thinking"-an intellectual approach that grants complexity to both 
the causes and effects of a problern and, instead of reducing ehe 
roots ofthat problern to a handful of easily identifiable and con
trollable factors, seeks to redescribe them in the language of rela
tions, structures, and processes. In fact, studies show that design 
students primed to think in terms of systems who receive additional 
training in nondesign discipUnes, such as psychology, anthropology, 
development, or ecology, tend to come up with more innovative 
and sustainable solutions than design students only primed to think 
like efficiency-maximizing engineers. 

Properly designed, technological schemes can expand-rather 
than shrink, as the technophobes would argue-both the deliber
ative spaces where we think through our shared problems and the 
number of concrete avenues through which virtue and deizenship 
can be exercised. The real problern wich the Santa Monica scheme 
is not that it's smart but that's it's not smart enough: a truly smart 
system would find a way to turn us into more reßective, caring, 
and humane creatures. T echnology can certainly assist in that mis
sion, but both the technologists and ehe social engineers guiding 
them would have to acquire a very different mind-set. 

Spanish writer Jose Ortegay Gasset once wrote that "to be an 
engineer . . . is not enough tobe an engineer." This is a more pro
found insight than it seems at first. An engineer familiar with the 
immense challenges of living in a moral community, of mingling 
and struggling wich other human beings, is not likely to be driven 
by considerations of efficiency alone. As the Santa Monica example 
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illustrates, there is no need to abandon technological solutions al
together; rather, an alternative, more open-ended design can ~elp 
achieve similar results while allowing human agents to connnue 
exercising the tough, challenging choices that distinguish them 
from machines, which act on their own agendas with mindless and 

emotionless brutality. 
One of the greatest misconceptions of the last few decades_ has 

been rhe idea thar technology ought not to intrude on quesuons 
of morality, that it ought to tread its own carefully delineated path, 
separate from that ofhumans and their political projects, like lib
eralism. Morality here, technology there: the two should never 
overlap. In this view-most eloquendy expressed by French the
ologian Jacques Ellul and eagerly promoted by his numerous Amer
ican and Canadian followers in the 1970s and 1980s-technology, 
acting in its usually sly and autonomous fashion, ca~ only co~
promise morality. Left unchecked, technology ushers m what Ne1l 
Postman called "technopoly"-a society in which "the culture seeks 
its authorisation in technology, finds its satisfactions in technology, 
and takes its orders from technology." 

Such grand rhetoric, for all ehe quasi-religious fervor it used 
to generate, is long past its expiration date. It's time to give up. this 
talk of "T echnology" with a big T and instead figure out how differ
ent technologies can boost or compromise the human condition. 
As far as analytical categories go, "Technology" holds as much 
promise as "the Internet": it's very hard to reach precision as ehe 
cultural biases implied and produced by such terms are too many. 
Once we move to a lower- that is, more detailed, empirical, and 
analytically precise-level of analysis, we are likely to n~tice things 
that may have escaped the attention of French theolog1ans. 

For example, we might discover that something like liberalism 
is umhinkable wichout an array of technologies to support it. Most 
liberal reformers have never shied away from the technological cool
box. Oscar Wilde was right: mechanical slavery is the enabler of 
human Iiberation. Or, as he hirnself put it, "unless there are slaves 
to do the ugly, horrible, uninteresting work, culture and contem
plation become almost impossible. Human slavery is wrong, in
secure, and demoralizing. On mechanical slavery, on ehe slavery 
of the machine, the future of the world depends." 
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Chris Otter, a historian specializing in technology and sciem<' 
in Victorian Britain, convincingly argues that Victorian values lik(• 
punctuality, cleanliness, and attentiveness presuppose the existenn· 
of reliable watches, running water, and eyeglasses and would not 
have"emerged wichout ehern. Otter goes even further to propOS(' 
~hat ~any of the characteristics of liberal subjectivity were simply 
tmposstble without their corresponding technologies. The mobilt
subject was nothing wichout his trains; the attemive subject lost wich 
out her spectacles and gas flame; the punctual subject was late without 
her watch; the clean subject filthy unless hooked up to bis bathcub 
and toilet; the industrialist financially ruined wichout his steam 
engines and telegraphic connection ro the stock exchange." 

Of course, not every problern is arnenable to a technological 
fix-and as we saw in Chapter 6 on situational crime prevemion, 
we should probably keep it that way. In some Situations, politics will 
be preferable to technology or law will do a better job as it creates 
more opportunities for public debate on a given issue to emerge. 

Bur, obviously, not all problems are like this: politics and 
law won'r get you from New York to Los Angeles or clean your 
apartment-unless you become a dictator and force somebody 
eise to do it for you. Shon of rhat, get a vacuum cleaner! So, in 
many a situation, technological fixes may be unavoidable, and 
this is hardly a reason to cry, "T echnopoly!" and retrear to a hur 
in Montana. 

Bur to grant that technological fixes are unavoidable is not the 
~ame as to gram that they are all equally good or equally bad, even 
tf they get the job clone. That they are "technological" means litcle 
as "r:chnology". sa~~ little about their moral import; if we do gran; 
that technologiCal does not automatically mean "amoral" or "in
humane" or "an tidemocratic," we'll have to investigate each and 
e;ery technological. system on its own terms and imagine how a 
? tfferent technologtcal system might achieve the same objectives 
m a manner more conductive to debate, reform, and deliberation. 
In ~ther words, we need to develop a better way of evaluating, com
parmg, and discriminating across technological fixes-rather than 
re,pearing the sarne tiring ~essage that social fixes are always better. 
lt s when we need to dectde on the best technological fix that Or
tega's admonition rhat, tobe an engineer, ir's not enough ro be an 
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engineer: there is no "right" way to design the Santa Monica park
ing system, and we should stop pretending otherwise. 

Radios, Caterpillars, and Lamps 

We humans do not live elegantly engineered Jives, well modeled 
and adjusted after technical trials to remove imperfections. Instead, 
we have competing obligations and complicated life plans. We 
often do things that are not in our best interest because of pride or 
altruism or patriotism. We fail to respond to incentives-or we get 
to Iove incentives so much that we no Ionger respond to anything 
eise. We live in a world that seems firm and permanent only to find 
out that it isn't-and that many of the practices we take for granred 
are harming the planet, or our neighbors, or teenage factory workers 
in Cambodia, or squirrels in Tajikistan , or some as-yet-unnamed 
community that is only now beginning to articulate its opposition 
to our way of life. 

O ur world is ridden with conflict and antagonism-often a 
good ching, for it does not allow one particular group. to enjoy 
near-universal hegemony for too long-and our laws are tmperfect 
by design and in need of constant revision and reinterpretation. 
All our actions have unpredictable consequences, but instead of 
shying away from this predicament, we should try to rebuild our 
social and political structures accordingly. W e are suckers for various 
technologies-even the most inconsequential-but we rarely rec
ognize that their use is only made possible by vast sociotechnological 
systems, like water supply and now cloud computing, that mostly 
remain invisible to us but have consequences much more significant 
than our own use of ehe technologies these systems make possible. 

This understanding of ehe human condition lends itself to a 
very different set of technological fixes. C antrast our usual suspect, 
metered electricity, wich an approach pioneered by Swedish de
signers from ehe lnteractive Institute under the name of "erratic 
appliances." Instead of starring from the conventional assumption 
that our gadgets ought to work flawlessly and recede into the back
ground, never threatening our confidence in the abundance of the 
resources they produce and consume, the Swedish designers decided 
to build home appliances that starr to behave strangely as energy 
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consumption increases. The Strangeness is deliberate: it seeks to Iu 
t:oduce aspects of risk and indeterminacy inro the use of such dr 
vtces .. 'l_hus, the behavior of, say, a toasterwill depend on the ovcr.rll 
electnc!ty consumption in the apanmenr; users are thus deliberatdy 
f~rced to make choices, as leaving the kettle on might inrerftrr 
Wtth the t?aster or the biender or the coffee machine. The purpo,,r 
of the proJect, as the Swedes acknowledge, is somewhat humorouN, 
Bur the humor raises important questions. 

Another prototype of an erratic appliance is a radio set th·11 
tun es to a di!ferenr frequency once the energy consumption in tl~r 
househol? nses .above a certain threshold. To make this happen, 
the Swedtsh destgners hacked an ordinary radio set and installed :

1 
s~nsor-not all sensors enslave us!-that could measure the elcc 
~ncal fields. arou~d the radio. Imagine hungry radio listeners bring 
Ing the radio set mto the kitchen to grab some food without missing 
their favorite show. As they move around the kitchen the h . ' s ow 
gets mcreasi?gly difficult to hear, as the sound reflects the strength 
~f the electncal magnetic field in the currenr location. As the de
stgners note, "It is like walking around some contaminated area 
wich a Geiger-counter." 

. ~s it the most functional radio on earth? Certainly not-but 
th1s ts not "':hat the designers were after; their goal was to show 
ho': the radw depends on energy, something that convenrional 
dest?~ers ha~e clone their best to hide. The shift away from ease of 
use IS mtenttonal, write the Swedes, "we have tried to complicate 
typical conc~ptions of energy and technology as belanging in the 
background. But, as they also note, usability does not have to go 
altogether; a better balance between making ehe user more aware 
of energy consumption and not discupring the favorite show can 
prob.ably ~e fo~nd. ~,owever, by encouraging what they call "user
unfnendlmess and para-functionality " ehe Swed' h d : " . , ts estgners 
seek to d1~c?urage .unrhinking ideological assimilation and pro-
mote skeptlcis~, by t~creas~ng the"poetic distance between people 
[and] prod~cts. ~e1r proJect of increasing the poetic distance" 
fits .rathe~ n1cely wtth the goal of expanding our narrative imagi
nauons d1scussed earlier. 

. In a. similar vein, a trio of German designers at the Folkwang 
Umverstty of the Arts setout to build what they call "transforma-
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tional products," which aspire to engage their owners in "dialogues 
without words." One is the Caterpillar, which is an extension cord 
(shaped like a caterpillar) that seeks to make its owner thin~ about 
the energy wasred by devices in standby mode. The Caterp11l~r has 
three modes: when the plugged-in device-say, a TV set-ts on, 
then the caterpillar breathes slowly and unobtrusively; if it' s off, it 
does nothing; but ifit's in standby mode, then the Caterpillar Starts 
twisting and turning, as if in pain. Will owners artend to its nee~s 
as they would for a living thing? Perhaps not- but as long as tt 
adds depth and substance to their experience of using extension 
cords, the mission is accomplished. 

The designers deliberately want users to engage, even though 
they could have easily clone the job for them: the Caterpillar could 
simply detect connected devices in standby and ~witch them o~ 
automatically. Like Santa Monica's smart parking system, thts 
would maximize local and economic efficiency-but only at the 
cost of decreasing global and deliberative efficiency. Automating 
virtue in one instance, as we have already seen, might require au
tomating it everywhere-not to menrion that, in the conrext of 
energy, it might result in more reckless consumption overall. 

The Caterpillar's designers see friction-not efficiency or ease 
of use-as a productive resource that, properly deployed, can high
light complex issues that are very hard to see in a frictionless world. 

Another of their transformational products is a Forget Me Not 
reading lamp. Once switched on, Forget Me Not Starts closing like 
a flower, as its light gradually gets dimmer and more obscure. For 
the lamp to reopen and shine again, the user needs to tauch one 
of its petals. Thus, the user is in a constant dialogue with the.lamp, 
hopefully aware of the responsibility to use energy app.ropnately. 

Oo the Caterpillar and Forget Me Not even qualify as tech
nological fixes? Or are they more like technological unfixes, forcing 
us ro question what we normally take for granted? Most likely, 
it's the Iatter-and the designers want it that way. As they note, 
"The Caterpillar or Forget Me Not . .. are not problem-solvers, but 
troublemakers. Technology is typically seen as problem-solver, and 
well-designed technology is supposed to follow an according aes
thetic of efficiency, ease and- ultimately-automation. Transfor
mational Produces attempt to break up rather than to fit into 
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established routines. They intentionally cause friction." In othc1 
words, whereas most modern technologies offer us a trouble-frct· 
existence-cue Apple's promise of"auromatic, effottless, and seam
less" experience in one of irs ad slogans-"these troublemaker~ 
need to be tarned and they can only be tarned by thinking through 
how they work and how they fit together." 

All these projects have in common their aspiration to sensitizc 
us to our shared "rechnological unconscious," to uncover the in
frastrucrures that make our techno-binges possible, to transcend 
the reductionism of numbers, the paternalism of nudges, and thc 
simplicity of garnification, and to engage users as citizens-rather 
than as consumers who only understand the language of prices and 
percentage poinrs, or children who can't be trusted to do the right 
thing, or Skinnerian rats who can't do rhe right thing unless rhe 
matehing incentive is present. Allthese projects assume rhat users 
are capable of thinking, deliberating, and articulating rheir own 
needs and concerns; the users are imagined as complex human be
ings who, in using these devices, will not only make inevitable and 
painfuJ trade-offs based on rhe values they hold dear but may even 
come to revise rhose values as they enter into a dialogue with rhe 
devices. These users are anything but the automatans of rational
choice rheory or classical economics who approach every issue with 
fixed and well-articulared principles and a perfect understanding 
of rheir utility curves. 

lhe Natural Fuse and lts Adversaries 

Withour a rhorough rheorerical scaffolding, all rhese "erratic ap
pliances" and "technological rroublemakers" can be easily dismissed 
as quirks of fancy postmodern design. The pull of functionalism
broadly speaking, rhe idea rhat the technologies we use have 
clearly predefined functions and purposes and rhat designers should 
pur all rheir efforr into building devices rhat express rhem most 
cogently-makes it all but impossible to argue that designers have 
a responsibility to use rhe artifu.cts they build as conversation starters. 

Bur rhis argument holds only if we reject rhe idea rhat delib
eration about technologies we use-and rhe broader sociotechnical 
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sysrems rhar make rhem possible-is not irself an important func
tion. What if we change rhe initial assumption guiding funcrional
ism-that there' s broad agreement over what a device should do and 
how-and opt for a more Deweyan approach that would view such 
agreements as remporary and contingenr and always liable to revision 
through debare and deliberation? 

Under rhis new system, rhe goal of design is not jusr to build 
an artifact to fulfill some genuine social need "out there" but also 
to make us reflect on how that need has emerged, how ~t has be
come a project worrh pursuing, and how, all things considered, it 
may actually not be worth pursuing at all. Designers shouldn't 
force these answers on users, but rhey should make it easier for 
users to ask questions that may or may not lead to such answers. 
The Caterpillar and rhe Forget Me Not larnp do just that; rheir or

dinary equivalenrs do not. 
Borh these projects fall under rhe rubric of"adversarial design," 

a novel approach to rhinking about rechnology and politics artic
ulared by media and design theorist Carl DiSalvo. DiSalvo's 
thought is worrh surveying in depth, if only because it provides 
the much-needed theorerical scaffolding that turns the disjoinred 
insights of"erratic appliances" and "technological troublemakers" 
inro a paradigmatic program and philosophy of design. 

Drawing on the work of political theorists like Carl Schmitt 
and Chantal Mouffe, DiSalvo articulates a new way of designing 
rhings that, instead of promoting consensus and efficiency, is in
spired by the idea of endless anragonism and contestation of social 
and political norms and arrangemenrs. "If we abandon the notion 
that any one designwill completely or even adequately address our 
social concerns or resolve our social issues," he weites, "then ad
versarial design can provide those spaces of confrontation-in the 
form of products, services, evenrs, and processes-through which 
political concerns and issues can [be] expressed and engaged." 

DiSalvo marshals up numerous exarnples to show what adver
sarial design Iooks like in practice: crime maps that, instead of 
showing the distribution of crimes on a city map, show which city 
blocks have the most former residenrs incarcerated; browser exten
sions that add information about military funding to the websites 
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of universities or convert all prices on sites like Amazon into their 
equivalent in barreis of oil based on current prices; and umbrellas 
with electric lights that defeat the recognition algorithms of sur
veillance cameras. Two of DiSalvo's examples, however, are par
ticularly worth discussing at length. One is the Spore 1.1 project 
designed by Matt Kenyon and Doug Easterly, which is built araund 
a ruhher tree plant bought from the Horne Depot retailer with the 
unconditional guarantee that it can be exchanged for a new plant 
if it dies in the first year. The plant is connected to an automated 
watering system that works on a somewhat bizarre principle: Every 
Friday it checks how the Horne Depot's stock is performing on 
the New York Stock Exchange. If the stock performs too poorly, 
no water is administered to the plant; if it does weil, water is ad
ministered. If the plant dies, it's exchanged for a new one, and the 
process Starts again. In a brief paper that Kenyon and Easterly wrote 
about their project, they note that the plant had already died five 
times--due to overwatering. The art project was meant to get ob
servers to reßect on the potentially high but invisible costs of 
unchecked economic growth: it's somewhat odd that the ruhher 
tree plant, indigenous to Soucheast Asia and "a symbol of life and 
ecology," has become "trapped inside a synthetic ecosystem, await
ing the arcane results of the NYSE." 

DiSalvo's other memorable example of adversarial design is 
the Natural Fuse, an art project designed by London-based architect 
Usman Haque. To understand Haque's creative intervention, it's 
helpful to know something about strategies to fight climate change. 
Many such contemporary efforts revolve araund the idea of carbon 
offsets, whereby nations or corporations are allocated a certain num
ber of allowances, which determine how much carbon they can errut 
into the atmosphere. Once such allowances are exceeded, additional 
allowances must be purchased, with the proceeds usually going to 
create and bolster so-called carbon sinks, carbon-sequestering nat
ural or artificial reservoirs rhar absorb carbon. 

The logic of carbon offsetting-and the idea that sustainability 
can be bought rhrough market relations-has now trickled down 
from nations and corporations ro individuals. Thus, we are now asked 
to monitor-yet another insrance of self-tracking_:_our carbon 
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footprint and to minimize our own carbon emissions by buying 
more efficient products or using greener rransportation methods. 
But even as we gain the ability to monitor our own carbon foot
print, do we really know what those numbers actually mean? Or 
is taking such measurements yet another way to make us feel good 
about our own sacrifices without making any fundamental changes 
to the system? Do we know the relative importance of our tiny 
contribution? If everyone makes the same small efforts, will they 
be enough to reverse the troubling trends? Or will some other dras
tic measures still be required? Most of us don't know-and prob
ably would rather not know, as long we can make up for our own 
indulgences by shopping in carbon-friendly online stores (which 
are probably powered by servers that eat up far more carbon than 
what we save by shopping for "sustainable products"). 

The Natural Fuse aims to go beyond the reductionism of num
bers and give citizens a better understanding of the logic and the 
ethics of carbon offsets. In other words, it seeks to promote narrative 
imagination and make us think of carbon in terms of structures, 
relations, and systems-and not just numbers. Here is how it works: 
Imagine a suite ofhousehold plants hooked up to sensors, connected 
to a computer network, and plugged into a harne elecrric outlet, 
thus functioning as a gateway to all electricity from that outlet. Thus, 
if you want to use a lamp, you have to plug it into the outlet con
nected to the plants. The plants function as a carbon sink; your 
lamp will stay on as long as the plants can absorb all the carbon it 
emits; normally, this time varies from a few seconds to a few min
utes. Similar plants are disrributed to your neighbors or to anyone 
connected to the computer network. 

Each plant also carries a switch marked "off/selfless/selfish." 
Once your lamp goes dark, you face a dilemma: you can turn on 
the selfish mode and borrow energy allotments from other plants
provided they are in the selßess mode-an the network. A complex 
system of sensors embedded in all the plants comm unicates with 
the central server, which makes allocations based on the energy 
Ievels and carbon offsets of individual plants. If your selfish desire 
to power your own plant draws too much power from another 
plant, then this other plant dies-in which case all participants get 
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an e-mail informing them of the plant's death. Once the plant 
reaches its three-death Iimit, a jar of vinegar is automatically poured 
into its soil-and it dies for real. 

With the Natural Fuse, carbon sinking no Iongerhappens in 
some distant land, far away from users; it happens right at their 
desks-and the painful decisions that we, as consumers, thought 
we would never have to make suddenly become visible to us as 
citizens. We can either continue indulging our individual desires
to the detriment of everyone else-or we can start investigating 
how we can contribute to ehe common welfare. 

The design of ehe Natural Fuse is most interesting, and most 
adversarial, in that it shuns the assurances of equilibrium and 
consensus-usually of the Oprahesque "everything will be fine if 
only we work hard" variety-that invariably accompany admoni
tions to engage in energy-saving behavior. As DiSalvo points out, 
strife is builr into the Operation of rhe Natural Fuse's very system. 
"By design, the system enables and almost requires users to engage 
in contests with one anorher. In fact, it is not clear whether ehe 
Counterbalance sought by most carbon sink and carbon offset pro
grams is even achievable with Natural Fuse." 

The fact that the Natural Fuse makes no normative or prescrip
tive claims-there is no "right" way to use it-is its feature, not a 
bug. While it does not punish those who overconsume or reward 
those who share wich others, it reveals the material relations that 
define our consumption habits and highlights the ethical issues in
volved. lt aims not to maximize energy efficiency but rather to 
maximize deliberative efficiency, to force users inro confronting is
sues they' d rather ignore. J ust like the transformational products 
that sought to Start a dialogue instead of providing a straighttorward 
solution, the Natural Fuse, according to DiSalvo, "instead of ~sing 
design as a means of providing a solution ... uses design to prob
lematize the situation." 

The Natural Fuse makes the problern of carbon offsetring more 
visible-but the visibility it affords is very different from that pro
vided by numerous carbon-offset calculators available online. It 
provides a second-order, superior visibili ty: not only do we know 
how much carbon we need to sink to offset the electricity we use, 
but we actually know how much sacrifice-by us and by other 
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people-is needed to sink that carbon. Sociologist Anthony Gid
dens distinguishes berween "practical" and "discursive" conscious
ness. The former, characterized by routine and habitual interaction, 
refers to the everyday knowledge we have about how to do things; 
the lauer, characterized by greater rdlexivity about our own actions, 
refers to the social conditions in which we do things. 

Thus, practical consciousness helps us locate the light switch 
as we leave a building; discursive consciousness explains why we 
turn off the lights. While most of our energy-consumption habits 
operate on the Ievel of practical consciousness-which partly ex
plains the problern of climate change-projects like the Natural 
Fuse allow us to shift ehern to the Ievel of discursive consciousness. 
Thus, while self-tracking and lifelogging of the conventional variety 
provide us with the kind of visibility that doesn't extend beyond 
practical consciousness, the self-reflexivity triggered by projects like 
ehe Natural Fuse introduce visibility not just to our own actions 
but to the social relations in which they occur, allowing us to ex
ercise our narrative imagination. 

Notice that the Natural Fuse is anything but antitechnology. 
In fact, it would have been impossible wichout modern sensors and 
the ability to link users to each other via a computer network. lc 
doesn't Iook down on numbers; quite the opposite-the quantifi
cation of our energy use and the carbon-offsetting capacity of each 
plant is at its very core. But instead of using all of these tools, net
works, and techniques to give us a false impression of conrrol and 
ultimate mastery of ehe world araund us, it seeks to show us that 
the systems we rely on may need to be overturned rather than op
timized. lt promises us another way to think of our current predica
ments, not just the ability to apply quick fixes wirhin ehern. Sensors, 
networks, and numbers are not enemies; they become enemies only 
once they are merged wich ill-considered, one-dimensional, and 
naive ideologies. 

Games can be remadewich adversarial design in mind. lt's not 
that they cannot be used to articulate polideal concerns or force 
citizens to see and confront issues they would rather leave unseen 
and unconfronred; it's just that the way various game elements
ehe game mechanics, as the gamification industry calls them-have 
been put to use is likely to produce fun-seeking but docile citizens 
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who will never question anything unless promised a golden badgc. 
As game theorist Ian Bogost has shown in Persuasive Games, 
games that seek to persuade without allowing players to deliberate 
are just another form of coercion-perhaps of the soft variety
not persuasion. 

"But who cares about deliberation if we get the results we want? 
lf achievement-like structures can get kids to brush their teeth or 
adults to exercise more, why does one's original motivation matter?" 
ponders Bogost. lt's hard to disagree with his answer: "Because to 
thrive, culture requires deliberation and rationale." If, afterextensive 
deliberation, we cannot find a rationale, then perhaps we shouldn't 
be pursuing that activity in the first place. The worst instances of 
gamification, however, leave no space for deliberation and put 
many social and political processes on a kind of autopilot, where 
citizens engage in them not because it is the right thing to do bur 
because it gives them the best combination of badges. 

Campare two games that daim to have a social edge in that 
they try to make players more aware of a problern like obesity. 
Zamzee is agame developed by a nonprofit called HopeLab starred 
by the spouse of eBay's founder, Pierre Omidyar. The idea behind 
the game is simple: kids get to wear real monitors that track their 
physical activity and earn points depending on how much they 
move. CNN recendy reported on a fourteen-year-old who got two 
hundred points for walkingbis dog and five hundred points for 
running a mile. After he had amassed a total of 47,074 such points, 
he redeemed them for Legos and $150 worth ofBest Buy gift: cards. 
Who funds this conversion of points into real goods? His parents, 
of course: thanks to the monitor, they can see the amount of ex
ercise and set targets that, once met, willlead them to reward their 
kids with gift cards and the like. 

There are good reasons to doubt whether Zamzee will be very 
effective; past studies show that many teenagers soon lose interest, 
and parents quickly discover that their kids want to be paid for Iir
erally everything. Butthis shouldn't much preoccupy us here. More 
interesting is the kind of thinking about obesity and health that a 
game like Zamzee triggers in players. Most likely, the dominant 
narrative goes so mething like this: if I work hard enough, 1'11 suc
ceed. Being slim and being healthy are thus just the natural con-
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sequences of good individual behavior; they have litde to do with 
structural factors like family income, access to healthy food, or the 
risks of jogging around the neighborhood. 

Now, cantrast Zamzee with agame like Fatworld developed 
by Ian Bogost. Unlike Zamzee, which takes place entirely in the 
real world, Fatworld is a more conventional effort that takes place 
entirely in a virtual world of cartoonish chara~ters. But it is much 
better than Zamzee at conveying the complexity of the obesity 
problem. In Fatworld you starr by choosing weight and health 
conditions-predispositions toward ailments like diabetes, heart 
disease, or overeating-for your character. Then you decide what 
you want to eat and how much you want to exercise-and make 
sure to balance your budget. You arealso invited to see what it's 
like to make nutritional choices for others-by designing menus 
in your own restaurant. The realism is impeccable: you can influ
ence public policy by paying bribes to officials at the Govern-o
Mat and check on your own health-if you can afford to-at the 
Health-o-Mat. As Bogost puts it, "The game's goal is not to teil 
people what to eat or how to exercise, but to demoostrate the com
plex, interwoven relationships between nutrition and factors like 
budgets, the physical world, subsidies, and regulations." 

Fatworld, an apt example of adversarial design, portrays obesity 
as a highly complex and multidimensional problern that cannot 
be solved through personal responsibility alone; this game induces 
its players to think about reform, not just individual sacrifice. Does 
it encourage players to exercise? No, but it makes them think. A 
game like Zamzee, with its obsessive self-tracking, parental surveil
lance, and monetary rewards, may help users shed a few pounds, 
but it's unlikely to move us anywhere doser to addressing the var
ious problems and challenges posed by obesity. 

Can Content Farms Be Organic? 

How can we apply the lessons of adversarial design to how we con
sume information? After all, it's a very different form of consumption 
from energy consumption-the focus of most such projects to 
date. For one, the relationship between energy use and dimate 
change seems direct: the less you consume, the better it is for everyone 
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eise. (In reality, of course, ir's not so srraighrfotward. Do you really 
know if it' s better for the environment for you to be a driving veg
etarian or a cycling carnivore?) It is not like this with information: 
more pieeures of cats, just like more poems, don't necessarily makc 
you into a better or worse person. But once we abandon our fix
ation with the specific content of information and instead pay at
tention to how it is produced, once we understand what kinds of 
political, social, and cultural relations are implicated in its distri
bution and consumption, we can make more informed decisions 
and trade-offs. Or, at the very minimum, we can have a debate 
about those relations. 

A pieeure of a cat may be as good as a poem-but a picture of 
a cat "borrowed" from another website is probably worse than a 
picture of a cat snapped personally or bought from its publisher. 
Or perhaps it isn 't, and our copyright laws are outdated andin 
need of revision. An article about a Jocal town hall meeting might 
be worse than an article about the peace process in the Middle East. 
But it might also be better, if one is more likely to read the town 
hall article and actually do something with it rarher than merely 
express desperation at the Middle East situarion and do nothing. 
Google's personalization algorithms might be worse than a non
personalized search. But they may also be better if rhe algorithms 
produce more interesting links. 

All of these are open-ended questions rhat do not easily lend 
themselves to straightfotward nudging, self-tracking, and gamifi
cation. Why should we be measuring the calorie counts of our ar
ticles when we are not even sure that stories about the Middle East 
are more important than stories about the town hall meeting? Why 
should we be pushing Google and Facebook to broker introduc
tions to strangers in Mrica rather than strangers living next door? 
Why presume that we have the right answer when we don't? Why, 
instead of gerring users to do what designers and social architects 
believe to be the right thing, not pursue a different strategy and Jet 
users arrive at their own conclusions as to what that "right" thing 
really is? 

We need more erratic appliances that can disrupt our infor
mation-consumption habits and jolt us out of our well-established 
and habitual practices. Why can't our browsers remporarily shut 
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down or fade to black when we open too many windows? (Weil, 
they often do shut down on rheir own, but only because someone 
at Microsoft or Firefox didn' t foresee our information glut.) Why 
not tie rhe availability or presentation of articles on the New York 
Times website to the stock price of the parent company? So, as the 
stock performs poorly, every fifth word of an article gets deleted 
or some of the pictures become blurred-at least for those not pay
ing for the online subscription? Why not create a striking visuali
zation of the kinds of information that allow Google to personalize 
our search results, so rhat we are more aware of the actual privacy 
cosrs of personalization? If we can design the Natural Fuse, can't 
we design the Natural Filter, where, to get better search resulrs, 
users are forced to reveal somerhing intimate about themselves or 
even their friends-perhaps their favorite color or cocktail? 

Of course, some might counter that these suggestions are im
practical and seem more like art projects than consumer urilities. 
But there is lirtle reason to believe thar rhe erratic radio set or the 
Caterpillar exrension cord cannot be put into mass production if 
users decide that they would rather act like grown-ups and not hide 
from ehe acrual consequences of their actions. As Bruno Latour 
once wrote, "The unpredictable consequences are the most expected 
thing on Earth." In this sense, our information habitsarenot very 
different from our energy habits: spend too much time getting all 
your information from various news aggregators and content farms 
who merely repackage expensive content produced by someone 
eise, and you might be killing the news industry in a way not dis
similar from how leaving gadgets in the standby mode might be 
quietly and unnecessarily kill ing someone's carbon offsets. 

It's possible that some news aggregators have tremendous value 
as weil- The Huffington Post, to name just one, also provides jobs 
for many professional reporters- so the "right thing to do" can
not be determined in advance. But this doesn't mean that we cannot 
better represent and make more visible in our browser windows 
the economics of news consumption, if only to Iet us decide what 
the right thing is. We should not, however, reduce the pursuit 
of this "right thing" to a mere information calorie count, or allow 
ourselves tobe lured to quality sites through "game mechanics," 
or task technology companies with steering us toward particular 
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courses of action. Projects that pursue the "right thing" should al
ways have a way through which the very definition of what counts 
as the "right thing" can be challenged and subverted. Some of 
this happens anyway as users find a way to hack into their own de
vices. But this is not enough; designers and technologists should 
embrace the idea that their goal is not limited to making people 
use their devices; it's also to make people think with their devices. 

The Perils of Willpower 

At great risk of oversimplifying things, we can say that one way to 
make design mort:! self-conscious and moresensitive ro critiques of 
solurionism is to replace its fetish for psychology (and, increasingly, 
neuroscience) wich a fetish for philosophy-both moral and po
litical. Worrying abour usability- the chief concern of many de
signers today-is like counting calories on the sinking Titanic. This 
obsession with usabiliry, with making technology invisible and un
obtrusive, has created a world where we are hardly aware of how 
much energy our households consume. It won't take long until we 
discover that our smartphones, in their quest for usability, also hide 
an equally diseurhing reality: that massive toxic dumps of electronic 
waste usually find their way to cash-strapped developing countries. 

The triumph of psychology over philosophy is not limited to 
industrial design; policy designers and social engineers have suc
cumbed to this trend as well-all in the name of science, for psy
chology and neuroscience are presumed ro be more scientific than 
philosophy simply because they run experiments and tests. Bur the 
fact that matters of morality do not !end themselves to easy mea
surement does not mean we should disregard such concerns and 
recast ehern in neuroscientific and psychological terms. Nowhere 
is this tendency more evident than in discussions of willpower, in 
which once highly complex and painful decisions about right and 
wrong are now recast as instances of strong or weak will-which 
we can address by managing our willpower reserves carefully, much 
as we do our bank accounts. 

The very idea of willpower is enjoying a renaissance in psychol
ogy departments and partially explains ehe recent fascination with 
nudges and gamification. The basic idea is this: we have a fixed 
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amount of willpower to spend on our decisions, so using it to pur
sue one course of action might make it harder for us to pursue an
other. Thus, if we convince ourselves not to have this delicious 
but high-fat cookie now, we won't be stro~g eno~gh to choo~e 
walking over driving an hour later. W e can t declme the cookie 

and ehe car simultaneously. 
John Tierney and Roy Baumeister assert in their rec~nt book 

about willpowerthat "decision making depletes your wtllpower, 
and once your willpower is depleted , you' re less able to make de
cisions." A rypical experiment takes two groups of hungry students. 
One is offered some food-radish, cookies, and candy-but cold 
ro resist ehe last rwo and stick wich ehe radish. The other group is 
offered no food whatsoever. The rwo groups are then cold to work 
on puzzles for about rwenty minutes. Those who had been tempted 
wich cookies and candies gave up in just eight m inutes-much 
sooner than the other group. Willpower is thus more like "a muscle 

that could be fatigued through use." 
Contrast this wich how a philosopher like Peter Singer writes 

about altruism. Singer, writing in ehe 1970s, attacks economists 
who think that altruism is a resource like oil, "the more of which 
we use ehe less we have." Singer, in contrast, asks, "Why should 
we not assume that altruism is more like sexual potency-much 
used, it constancly renews itself, but if rarely called upon, it will be 
begin ro atrophy and will not be available when needed?" Like~ise, 
philosopher Michael Sande!, echoing Singer, ~rites that "~:rutsm, 
generosiry, solidariry, and civic spirit are not hke commodines that 
are depleted with use. They are more like musdes that develop and 

grow stronger with exercise." . . . 
Granted, the cookie example above does not mvolve sacnfice m 

the narne of others, bur ic's easy to imagine how it might: after all, a 
failure ro cooperate with others-in sharing cookies, for example
might be blamed on low reserves of willpower as weiL_ T o use the 
language oflvan Illich, willpower is a need that feels ennrely natural 
and can be explained physiologically; alcruism and all those other 
virtues Sandellumps under "civic spirit" are more like moral re
quirements rhat we must come to appreciate and pra~tice. ~e 
same act can probably be explained through both paradtgms wtth 
one key distinction: willpower talk has no way to talk about right 
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and wrong; it has no sophisticated way of differentiating between 
worthy and unworthy actions that goes beyond the individual. But 
surely, in deciding whether to pursue a course of action, we need 
to know much more than just how it will affect our willpower re
serves. What do we need all this willpower for? On that, the psy
chologists are silent. 

:;ierney and Baumeister are big fans of self-tracking, writing 
that now that computers are getting smarter, now that more and 
more of them arewatehing us, they're not becoming self-aware (at 
least n~t yet) and they're not seizing power from us. Instead, they're 
enhancmg our powers by making us more self-aware." For willpower 
proponents, self-awareness is key to changing behavior. But notice 
that they advocate the self-awareness of the individualist consumer, 
not that of the citizen concerned with common welfare and the 
broader social, legal, and technological infrastructure in which that 
welfare is pursued. lhe self-awareness they want differs greatly from 
the kind of poetic self-awareness fostered by the Natural Fuse, the 
Cater~illar extension cord, or the Fatworld computer game. 

Tterney and Baumeister's promises do sound very sweet: "Instead 
of paying doctors and hospitals to repair your body, you can monitor 
yourself to av~id illness. Instead of heeding marketers' offerings of 
fust foods and mstant pleasures, you can set up your life so that you're 
bombarded with messages promoting health and conscientiousness." 
Here is the mind-set of an atomized consumer who couldn't care 
less about health-care reform but is only preoccupied with maxirniz
ing h is or her own well-being. Presumably, those who cannot afford 
self-tracking devices or don't want to self-track due to privacy con
cerns will be dismissed as unsophisticated technophobes. lhis is rem
inisc~nt o~ Bogost' ~ shi~-crayons. metaphor: yes, some of us might 
find. mgenwus engmeenng solunons to resist insidious marketi.J;lg, 
but mall this celebration of modern technology, shouldn't we also 
do something about the markering itself? Why force consumers to 
monit?r themselves and hone their willpower techniques if we can 
make 1t harder for food companies to sell unhealthy food or target 
children? Instead, political action all but disappears; rather than re
forming the system, we just tinker with ourselves and tend to our 
reservoirs of willpower the way Swiss bankers tend to their vaults. 
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Another recent book on willpower, The Willpower lnstinct by 
Kate McGonigal, takes this individualistic logic even further. Mc
Gonigal (whose twin sister, Jane, of Reality Is Broken. fa:ne, we ~et 
in the previous chapter) notes that since we have only hmtted supplies 
of willpower and self-control, we might as well not waste them on 
big and important national projects; rather, we should save them .for 
individual pursuits like dieting. "Rather than hope that we as a nanon 
develop more willpower in order to meet our biggest challenges, our 
best bet might be to take self-control out of the equation whenever 
possible-or at least reduce the self-control demands of doing the 
right thing," she writes. lhus, she endorses the nudges of Cass Sun
stein and Richard Thaler, for they "make it easier for people to make 
good decisions consistent with their values and go~s." 

In practice this means that instead of confrontmg open-ended 
devices like the Caterpillar cord or the Forget Me Not lamp that 
force us to recognize our own consumption habits, McG~nigal 
would rather have us switch to fully automated systems that stmply 
turn off the standby devices and reading lamps without any human 
intervention. These new systemswill just do the "right" thing even 
ifhumans never get a chance to recognize it as such. Here ~t's im
portant to note the difference between, say, cars that won t allow 
drunk driving and extension cords that won't talerate the standby 
mode. As already discussed, it might seem that as long as users 
knowingly decide to outsource some of their own decision making 
to machines, this act might still count as virtuous-at least as long 
as users are well aware of their own cognitive biases. 

However, the technology to fight drunk driving is not impli
cated in a system of social relations as complex as that of usi~g con
sumer electronics. It's possible that having such technology m your 
car might make you less concerned about the very problern of drunk 
driving, but, arguably, once all cars have such technology, this 
problern will probably go away. Yet, even if all extension cords tu~n 
off devices whenever they enter standby mode, this probably wtll 
not solve the energy problem. In fact, it may only give users f~se 
feelings of control and self-importance, sanctioning ~ven heavter 
energy use. That we have cognitive biases should ~ot gtve us an .ex~ 
cuse not to think about complex systems that medtate our behavwr, 
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to outsource all decision making to a smart extension cord may 
correct for one particular cognitive bias but amplify many other~. 
Notall psychology is useless. 

In her analysis of willpower, McGonigal, much like her twin 
sister in her analysis of gamification, completely sidesteps all moral 
questions and simply treats them as irrelevant. She argues that wc 
~ee~, t? stor, talk~ng about behavior in moral terms, using words 
like vmue, and mstead focus on how our individual actions makc 
us feel. "~e idealize our own desire to be virtuous, and many 
people beheve that they are most motivated by guilt and shame. 
But who are we kidding? We are most motivated by getting what 
we want and avoiding what we don't want. Moralizing a behavior 
makes us more, not less, likely to feel ambivalent about it." Now 
this is a very odd Statement: it assumes that citizens do nothin~ 
but gorge on chocolate barsanddrive SUVs; no other types ofbe
havior are possible. Were the Swiss dtizens whom we met in ehe 
pre~io~s chapter~those who agreed to host a waste dump near 
thetr vtllage-monvated by self-interest? If this were the case, then 
they would have taken the cash. Do people who pick up and throw 
away someone else's litter in a public park only have their own self
interest in mind? 

Mc?onigal's only ~rgument as to why we should no Ionger 
operate m moral terms JS the frequent occurrence of the licensing 
effect, w~ereby individuals think that they are already doing enough 
good thmgs-say, by shopping at Whole Feods-so they don' t 
need to wony about climate change. "When you feellike a saint, 
the i~ea of self-indulgence doesn't feel wrong. lt feels right .... 
And tf the only thing motivating your self-control is the desire to 
be a good enough person, you're going to give in whenever you're 
already feeling good about yourself," writes McGonigal. But pere, 
~nce again,. we can see that McGonigal's citizens have plenty of 
nghts and vmually no responsibilities. They merely choose between 
various brands of soap and sushi, resisting those that are unhealthy 
or too expensive. Bur she has little to say about those instances in 
which doing the right thing requires some sacrifice for the common 
good or where what counts as the "right thing" is not even obvious. 
And it's not hard to explain her silence: she'd rather have Sunstein 
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and Thaler deal with all those sacrifices by means of nudges, so that 
no willpower is wasred on them at all. 

The growing appeal of self-tracking, nudges, gamification, and 
even situational crime prevention and digital preemption can only 
be understood in the broader intellectual context of the last few 
decades. As already noted, the sad reality is that philosophy, wich 
its preoccupation wich virtue and the good life, has been all but 
defeated by psychology, neuroscience, economics (of the rational
choice variety), and their various combinations, like behavioral 
economics. Hence, instead of investigating and scrutinizing the 
motivations for our actions, trying to separate the good ones from 
the bad, policymakers fixate on giving us the right incentives or 
removing the option to do the wrong thing altogether. Better safe 
than sorry, as the saying goes. 

Of course, even wirhin philosophy it's no longer fashionable 
to talk about virtue and the good life; those who do are viewed 
as die-hard conservatives. Rare exceptions like Michael Sandel 
and Martha Nussbaum do exist, but they only prove the rule: 
the politically correct liberal ideology that dominates both our 
public and our academic debates holds that the individual alone 
is to decide questions of the good life. As a result, our philoso
phers have come up with numerous theories about the best way 
to distrihure goods, but they have very Hede to say about how to 
value them. Yet, what Michael Sandei has written of markets 
fully applies to technology as well: "Our reluctance to bring com
peting conceptions of the good life into political debate has not 
only impoverished our public discourse; it has also left us ill 
equipped to centend with the growing role and reach of markets 
in our lives." 

lt' s not that self-tracking and gamification make our lives less 
pleasant-for all we know, we might be enjoying the games we 
play; it's that they make our lives less meaningful, less compatible 
with the quirks and demands of the human condition. Such 
schemes might still be stunting our personal and political growth, 
even if they do allow food companies to launch new nutritional 
supplements with the help of our hoclies and technology companies 
to test their new apps wich our fingers. Is it na'ive to suppose that 
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there's more to life than tracking rhe efficiency of nutritional sup
plements and resring the performance of gaming apps? 

On Frictionless Traps 

Solurionism will rule supreme until designers, archirecrs, and engi
neers (ofboth social and technological varieties) abandon simplisric 
models of what it's like to be human. Despite what Facebook's 
Sheryl Sandberg believes, we do not bring our stable, authentic self 
to technologies we use, only to recover it in the same mint condi
tion ten years later. Technologies actively shape our notion of the 
self; they even define how and what we think about ir. They shape 
the contours of whar we believe to be negotiable and nonnegotiable; 
they define the structure and tempo of our self-experimentation. 
lf our entire life is optimized in accordance with situarional crime 
prevemion schemes, if all temptation is eliminated, if we have no 
choice but to do the right thing always, then the spiritual pasture 
where our self is to be cultivared shrinks considerably. 

lf we adopt a dynamic view of selfhood as so mething rhat 
emerges only slowly and gradually-both in the comext of indi
vidual self-development and across generations in rhe broader his
torical contexr-then we are likely to pay more attention not just 
to what we do and don't do but also to how we do and don't do 
it. In orher words, if the self itself is raken ro be contingent and al
ways in flux, then the process through which it emerges is as im
portant as the actions rhat it produces. Under this approach, the 
processes and procedures through which we act are as important 
as the Outcomes of our actions, for only through a mutual appre
ciarion and tension berween the two do we become who we are. 

A scheme that wants to get children to help senior citizens by 
awarding them badges and game poims is likely to produce very 
different children than a scheme that appeals to their civic duty, 
even ifborh schemes yield the same results. The problern wirb sim
~listic models imporred from economics and rational-choice theory 
1s that, whenever they rackle a novel case, rhey starr with a new set 
of abstract, independent, and ahistorical citizens. Thus, children 
who were just helping senior citizens by playing games are forgotten 
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and swept away, and a new set of children-like so many widgets 
and coconuts-is mustered up to engage in some different task, 
perhaps to solve math puzzles after resisting the cookies. But, of 
course, children can't reboot the way computers can; we have the 
same children doing both-and their experiences accumulate rather 
than cancel each other out. Constructing a world preoccupied only 
with the most efficient outcomes-rather than with the processes 
through which those Outcomes are achieved-is not likely to make 
them aware of the depth of human passion, dignity, and respect. 
We don't earn our dignity by collecting badges; we do it by be
having in a dignified manner, often in situations in which we have 
other options. Tinker with this spiritual pasture, and those options 
might go away-along with the very possibility of dignity. 

Other thinkers have also recognized the importance of pro
cesses, frameworks, and procedures in enabling human flourishing 
and democratic debate. lan Bogost, writing on video games, notes 
that rather than their content, what he calls their "procedural 
logic" is most conducive to deliberation. "Procedural media like 
videogames get to the heart of things by mouming arguments about 
the processes inherent in them," wrires Bogost. "When we create 
videogames, we are making claims about these processes, which 
ones we celebrate, which ones we ignore, which ones we want to 
question. When we play rhese games, we interrogate those claims, 
we consider rhem, incorporate them into our Jives, and carry them 
forward into our future experiences." 

Bogost gives the example of the Howard Dean for Iowa Game
a game produced by the Howard Dean campaign during the 2004 
presidential election. The goal is to recruit as many volumeers to the 
Dean camp as possible; this recruitment is its key process. As you 
play the game, you are likely to conclude that politics is just a num
bers game, regardless of the issues that candidates campaign on: 
rhe more volunteers you recruit and the more money you raise, the 
higher the odds ofwinning. Was this game a success? Weil, it didn't 
result in more real-world money or support for Dean' s campaign, 
rhen perhaps it wasn't. Bur Bogost argues rhat this might be the 
wrong benchmark. "Rarher than producing assent, which can be 
measured with a yea or nay, the game produces deliberation, which 
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implies neither immediate assent nor dissent." This game lends itself 
to a critique of politics and democratic debate. Agame that has you 
clicking a news headline only to receive a badge does not. 

Likewise, legal theorist Julie Cohen has highlighted rhe im
portance of processes and structures in the context of copyright 
policing and privacy. Some of those structures will be barriers and 
boundaries, which, despite what many geeks believe, arealso im
portant for the self to emerge. "Computer scientists and technology 
designers are inclined to view technical barriers to interoperability 
as artificial constraints tobe overcome," writes Cohen. She thinks 
that this conviction partly derives from geeks' "commitment to 
seamless, interoperable design that is both intellectual and aesthetic, 
and that is deeply internalized in the technoculture of computer 
science and engineering." Given Facebook's .fixation on frictionless 
sharing (and Microsoft's .fixation on frictionless capitalism almost 
two decades earlier), as weil as Apple's promise of"seamless" com
puting, Cohen might weil be right. Bur, as she is also quick to point 
out, "the question is not whether constraints should exist at all, 
but how to locate ehern in a way that most effectively promotes 
all aspecrs of human flourishing. Wherever they are located, they 
will be challenged, bur rhat does not necessarily make all con
straints illegitimare." 

We gain the ability to erect and maintain such constraints 
around rhe spaces where our self can emerge with rhe help of pri
vacy, which, thanks to the proliferation of self-tracking, lifelog
ging, and ubiquitous computing, is now under constant assault. 
Ir's these constraints that mark rhe zone of our spiritual pasture 
and allow our individuality to emerge-withour them, we'll be just 
part of the herd. The goal of privacy is not to proteer some stable 
self from erosion but to create boundaries where this self can emerge, 
mutate, and stabilize. What matters here is the framework_..:._or 
the procedure- rarher than the outcome or the subsrance. Limits 
and constraints, in orher words, can be productive-even if the 
entire conceit of "the Internet" suggests otherwise. 

Something similar can be said about aurhenticity: we achieve 
it not by trying to express some inner truth about ourselves 
(Rousseau debunked this account of authenticity back in the eigh-
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reenth century) but by trying to behave autonomously and con
sistently wirhin the constraints-of norms and tradition-erected 
by other members of the group we belong to. As philoso~~er 
Bernard Williams argues in Truth and Truthfulness, authenuctty 
as a project only makes sense when viewed a~nst such. social con
straints; without them, that project loses alltts meanmg. For all 
the freedom that such an option provides, one can't be authentic 
if born and raised alone on a desert island. 

Thus, contra Sheryl Sandberg, instead of assuming that Face
book simply allows us to express our authentic selves, we should 
inquire into how Facebook mediates the very conditio~s of au
thenticity, sometimes by erecting new barriers and constramts bur, 

much more often, by destroying them. 
Digital technology has greacly expanded the windows and doors 

in our own litde rooms for self-experimentation-but we are now 
at a point where these rooms are on the verge of turning into glass 
houses. Historian of science Peter Galison and legal scholar 
Martha Minow even warn of a technologically and legally driven 
"downward spiral" that "could affect the very sense o~ self pe~ple 
have-the sense of room for self-expression and expenmentauon, 
the sense of dignity and composure, the sense of ease and relief 

from public presentation." 
That all these concepts have their own histories and, thus, should 

not be treated as immutable should not distract us from the urgent 
task of recognizing the enabling roles they play in our lives a~d .0:
ing ro defend ehern. Perhaps it's time to entertain the posstbthty 
that when people surrender their privacy-in exchange for ~upons 
or more personalized and effective searching-:-they are g~vmg up 
far more than they realize, giving away not JUSt somethmg they 
own but so mething that should not be for sale. W e need some kind 
ofNarural Fuse project for privacy and dignity: so many of us are 
happy ro rrade our privacy for better search because rhe conse
quences of doing so arenot fully visible to us. We don't kn~w ho_w 
our decision to release our health information into the wtld wtll 
affect someone eise with an illness, and unless such considerations 
about rhat person are brought to bear on us, we are not likely to 
factor in them into our decision making. 
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This is hardly surprising, for the process through which our 
own self emerges remains barely traceable, and many of us probably 
still believe that we have a stable, fully autonomaus self that never 
changes anyway. Bur while we are waiting for such a project to 
emerge, perhaps it's wise to heed Galison and Minow's advice, ditch 
simplistic utilitarian theories, and preserve some space where the 
self can emerge and fl.ourish. As they write, "Given the complexity 
of the self, trying to reduce the privacy concept to a purely util i
tarian framework is like steamrolling astatue to capture its essence 
in the simpler space of the two-dimensional plane. Such fl.attening 
may make security and privacy Iook like a simple balancing act
twelve ounces of each on the two sides of the scale-but it does 
nothing to acknowledge the space people need to deliberate, to try 
out new ways of actingor different ways of speaking." 

A deeper appreciation of the dynamic and emergent nature of 
the self can also help us better evaluate many ernerging technologies. 
Consider, for example, automated profiling, which relies on data
mining techniques to predict certain things about us and perhaps 
use such knowledge to better customize the websites we browse or 
the online ads we receive. In his celebrated book Oneself as Another, 
French philosopher Paul Ricoeur, argues that our sense of self is 
partly constructed by looking at ourselves from a distance by taking 
on someone else's perspective. To act, we need to anticipate how 
others anticipate us and try to predict what meanings they attribute 
to our behavior. Our identity emerges as we reject or self-consciously 
embrace what we believe others believe about us. Bur, as Belgian 
legal philosopher Mireille Hildebrandt, following Ricoeur, points 
out, when our pro.files are built by computer systems rather than 
real people, "we have no access to these profiles. We cannot ques
tion them, contest their application, or amend their content as one 
can remonstrate with a human person who pro.files us." · 

Of course, we do our best to project the best portrait of ourselves 
via Facebook- which, ironically, may simply be the consequence of 
the fear that others will misread us if we post no pro.file at all-but 
we may no Ionger have the capacity to anticipate how others will an
ticipate us, for we have little idea about not just what kinds of data 
about us are floating around the Web but what kinds ofinsights can 
be gleaned from such data with different algorithms. This seems like 
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a major shift in how our identity is constructed-and there's little 
reason to believe that such uncertainty will make for better humans. 

Likewise, if we starr with the premise that being in command 
of your own ship is constitutive of being human, then online pro
filing may be problematic for another reason. Hildebrandt offers 
an excellent example. Suppose you are contemplating becoming 
vegetarian and visit a few websites on the subject. The profiling 
software-which may belong to Facebook or Google or any other 
online intermediary--correctly infers your aspirations and estimates 
that rhere's an 83 percent chance that you will stop eating meat 

wirhin the coming month. 
Whoever operates the sofrware then sells this information to 

the industry association of meat producers. All of a sudden, you 
starr receiving free samples of excellent meat while ads about the 
benefits of eating beef follow you everywhere on "the Internet." 
This happens because the profiling software has calculated that sus
tained exposure to thoughts about meat will reduce the chance that 
you will stop eating meat by 23 percent, which-magic!-you de

cide not to do in the end. 
You, of course, remain unaware of the connection berween 

your vegetarian aspirations and the free meat samples in your fridge. 
You seem tobe exercising autonomy while, in reality, you aren't: 
while you believe you are making conscious choices, parties you 
arenot even aware of are actually influencing them invisibly. And 
the Internet companies are not ashamed to acknowledge thei r own 
role in all of this. FetchBack, a company that seeks to bombard 
consumers with ads for products they once exhibited an online in
terest in, puts it this way: "When prospects leave [a company's] 
site and browse the Internet, [the site's] ads will display on other 
sites they visit, keeping [the original] website in their peripheral 
vision and top of mind." When something is deliberately kept in 
your peripheral visionwichout you realizing it, it's perhaps a good 

time to question your own auronomy. 
If all that matters is gerring you to behave in a manner desired 

by the social engineer-whether it's tostop wasring energy or eat 
healthy food or care for the elderly-then there's no need to worry 
about any such loss of autonomy. As long as the right response is 
solicited, the intervention counts as a success. Bur there's something 
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profoundly disgusting about this approach, for it not only cricks
rather than talks-us into doing the right thing but also gives us 
a fake feeling of mastery over our own actions. This illusion, in 
~urn, pr~cludes us from questioning the ends that ehe social engineer 
rs pursumg, no matter how benign they may be. 

None of this is to deny that technology-from sensors to 
games-can be used to improve the human condition; as we have 
seen, it can provoke debate and lead us to question dominant social 
and political norms. But ehis can happen only if our geeks, designers, 
and social engineers take the time to study what makes us human 
in the first place. Trying to improve the human condition by first 
assuming that humans are like robots is not going to get us very far. 

T echnologies and T ruths 

Designers and policy engineers get even weirder ideas once they 
fall for Internet-centrism and the technological defeatism that it 
generates. Note how Google's privacy counsel, Peter Fleischer, dis
misses concerns about rhe longeviry of data posred online, which, 
according to some critics, does not reflect how humans usually re
member. "Should the Internet be re-wired to be more like the hu
man brain? ... I guess rhis means the Internet should have 
gradarions between memory, and sort of hazy memories, and for
getting. Well, computers don't work that way. This part of rhe de
bate is sociological and psychological, but I don't see a place for it 
in the world of computers," writes Fleischer. 

But who said that computers don't work that way? Ir might 
be true that they don't work that way now, but this needn't be the 
case forever. An interesting project, Last Great Thing, asked people, 
for twenry days only, to share something interesting they found 
online. Each link lasred for a day and ehen disappeared comple~ely; 
there was no archive, so it was important to pay attention ro the 
site every day (after the experiment ended, the team behind it did 
put together an archive). There was also no way to link to any
thing. Yes, it was a project built on a different logic from the save
everything mentali ty of Google. Bur Last Great Thing is not 
necessarily inferior, especially if it helps to bring attention ro im
portant articles that might otherwise go unnoticed. 
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How our digital technologies unfold in ehe Future will be a fac
tor not of how "ehe Internet" works or how computers work but 
of how we choose to make them work. Some will need to rely on 
an ethic of openness and transparency; others, on an eehic of secrecy 
and opacity. Some will foster collaboration; others will foster in
dividuality and solitude. There's no great logic to "the Internet"; 
contrary to what Kevin Kelly and others like him believe, "the In
ternet" teils us nothing. The important transformations that we 
are living through-self-tracking, lifelogging, nudges, gamifica
tion, and digital preemption-would not have been possible on 
such a grand scale fifry or even twenty years ago. But the institu
tional and politicallogics-and the plural here is deliberate, for it 
would be incorrect to blame them on capitalism or neoliberalism 
or globalization-that are quietly inserting these approaches into 
the policymaking rool kit are hardly novel and don't have all that 
much to do with "the Internet." 

If, like some of the most prominent adherents of Internet
centrism, we believe that Steve Jobs was the greatest enemy of 
freedom or creativity, we risk misunderstanding-and even 
understating-the enemy. T o talk about gamification wichout also 
discussing B. F. Skinner's behaviorism or to talk about digital pre
emption wichout bring up rational-choice theory and the Chicago 
school of economics seems misguided; the nearly universal excite
ment about "the Internet," mobile phones, and Wikipedia distracts 
us from noticing that many of ehe underlying phenomena are any
thing but new. As someone who grew up in the final years of the 
Soviet Union, even I remernher the penchant that Soviet managers 
had for gamification: students were shipped to the fields to harvest 
wheat or potatoes, and since the motivation was lacking, they too 
were assigned points and badges. That today points are assigned 
via the mobile phone and no one has to go to the fields doesn't 
fundamentally alter the nature of the practice. We shouldn' t let 
the fake novelty of these phenomena mislead us into thinking that 
we ought to wait and see how they will play out: we have done all 
the waiting already-and the pieeure that has emerged is anything 
but pretty. 

There is a tendency to think of geeks and engineers as conser
vative or, at least, as resistant to change: ehey just follow orders and 
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build on demand. This is an extremely wrongheaded view, for en
gineers are anything but. Engineering always emails a revolutionary 
dimension as it refuses to accept the current state of affairs as the 
only one possible. As historian Ken Alder once put it, "Engineer
ing operates on a simple, but radical assumption: that the present 
is nothing more than the raw material from which to construct a 
better future. In this process, no existing arrangement is to be con
sidered sacrosanct, everything is to be exarnined in the light of pres
ent aspirations, and all practices refashioned according to the 
dierares of reason." The problern with engineers is not that they 
are conservative; it's that they arenot conservative enough. For 
them, everything is negotiable-dignity and autonomy included. 

T o quote Bernard Crick once again, "Boredom with established 
truths is a great enemy of free men." Perhaps it wouldn't besuch 
a bad thing for our newly empowered geeks and engineers to rec
ognize that there are good reasons not to run our politics as a start
up; that our politicians face competing demands and that the quest 
to eradicate lies and hypocrisy may do more harm than good; that 
there are good reasons to value subjective but high-quality criticism, 
even if it doesn't stem from the "wisdom of crowds"; that the dream 
of flawless communication across nations may not only be un
achievable but also undesirable; that humans are complex and oc
casionally irrational creatures who care about why they do certain 
things as much as they care about what it is they are doing; that 
numbers often teil us less than we think and quantification as such 
might actually thwart reforms. 

But even established truths do get overturned evenrually. Ideally, 
this happens after extensive debate and deliberation. Designers and 
social engineers don't have to become unambitious bureaucrats 
scared of innovating, but perhaps they could practice innovation 
in a different key. The goal of their interventions-in both products 
and policies-should be not just to provide answers but also to 
make it easier to pose new questions. · If technological fixes are in
evitable, and if some forms of solutionism cannot be avoided, let 
us at least make sure that this solutionism is of the self-reflexive, 
perhaps even neurotic, kind. Only through radical self-doubt can 
solutionism transcend its inherent limitations. 
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Postscript 

A s I was setring out to write this book, I held two truths to be 
self-evident. First, I believed that a good, critical account of 

"the Internet" could be- nay, should be-provided without ever 
using it as an explanans, only as an explanandum. In simpler terms, 
"the Internet" cannot be invoked to explain other things, if only 
because it itself needs explanation. Second, I suspecred that the 
readability of a book is inversely proportional to the number of 
obscure "isms" that it coins. As I survey the final product, I do feel 
a certain disappointment. While I did stay faithful to the spirit of 
rhe first dicrum, I failed in the second one miserably. Weil, perhaps 
there is an ism to describe that? 

While most trade books these days desperately seek to feature 
One Big Idea, I've bucked the trend and pursued a study of two 
middle-sized ideas-Internet-cemrism and solutionism-that feed 
on each other in complex and often unpredictable ways. I wish I 
could say that I have a magic formula-or at least a glitzy Power
Point slide-to accurately describe their relationship. Alas, I haven't 
found it yet; nor do I believe it exists. These concepts play very dif
ferent roles in different contexts, be it preventing crime, improving 
politics, fighting obesity, or saving the planet. To observe them in 
action, I tried to peer into as many areas as I could , but I know 
that my study is far from thorough; entire books could be written 
on the interplay between solutionism and Internet-centrism in the 
comexts of online education or economic development or even 
wirhin each of the fields I did Iook at. 

I concluded my previous book, The Net Delusion, with a 
lengthy discussion of so-called "wicked problems" that don't have 
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